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the context of this work

Self eLearning Networks 
(2002, 18 months, 5 partners, 0.7 Meuros)

WP4 : Metadata Inference

DELOS Network of Excellence in Digital Libraries 
(2004-2008, 43 partners, 5 Meuros)
   WP2 : Information Access and Personalization 

Knowledge Practices Lab 
(2006-2010, 17 partners, 3.5 Meuros)

WP5 : Knowledge Mediation



what is a digital library?

• mediator allowing users to access transparently documents in digital 
form residing in one or more possibly independent repositories
 for users, the provider is the library

• a document becomes accessible only if registered at the library
that is, if the pair (i, D) is submitted to the library, where 

• i is an access path to the content and 
• D is the description of the document  (set of keywords or terms)
   and can be created manually or extracted from the document

• a document becomes inaccessible, if unregistered
and this is done by having its pair (i, D) removed from the library

• the set of pairs (i, D), for all registered documents is the directory



a document in the directory

description in the form
of keywords or terms
(eventually along various dimensions)

an address where 
the document 
can be accessed 
(e.g. the document’s URI)

doc = id +   index

+
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description (index, intension) of :
1 : {QuickSort, Java}
2 : {QuickSort, ML, Theory}
3 : {MergeSort, Java}
4 : {QuikSort, Java}

binary relation

extension (meaning) of :
QuickSort :  {1, 2, 4}
MergeSort :  {3}
Theory :  {2}
ML :  {2}
Java :  {1, 3, 4}

• seen as a binary relation between documents and terms, the 
directory is a formal context

example of directory



• to access documents, the user queries the library 

query q 
q ::= t | q1∧q2 | q1∨q2 | q1 ∧ ¬q2

evaluation of q 
replace each term in q by its extension 
and perform set-theoretic operations
(after replacing ∧, ∨ and ¬ by ∩, ∪ and \, respectively)

example
q =  QuickSort ∧ ¬Java   ans(q) = {1, 2, 4}∖{1, 3, 4} = {2}
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directory



 the basic services of a digital library

• query processing and directory maintenance 
    are the two basic services provided by a digital library

• the nature and sophistication of library services depend on 
– the structure of the documents (atomic or composite)
– the nature of their description

(description along one or more dimensions, from a free, controlled or 
structured vocabulary)

• in the context of DELOS we study the basic services 
under all possible scenarios

• in this talk, I assume documents described along 
one dimension (topic) over a structured vocabulary (taxonomy) 



user notification

• shift from system-centric to user-centric design of information 
systems

personalization or customization of the information 

• user notification is just one aspect of information personalization
• an author/owner registering a document is seen as a publisher
• a user declaring preferences is seen as a subscriber
• when an incoming document matches a subscription the 

subscriber(s) having that subscription are notified

systems operating this way are known as publish/subscribe systems
(cf profile-based notification)

the notification problem: 
for an incoming document find all subscribers that must be notified 



user notification 
a database perspective

• a subscription can be seen as a query expressing long term 
preferences of a user

• the query is submitted by the user and stored by the library 
(together with the identifier of the user that submitted it)

• the query is answered once, at subscription time

• subsequently, when a change occurs at the library (new documents come in) 
the system sends to the user only the increment of the answer

the idea is that the user doesn’t have to submit the same query again and again
(the system does so and sends to the user only the increment of the answer – if any) 



so from a database perspective the problem is :
when a new document i comes in,
find the subscriptions in whose answers the document belongs, 
and notify the users associated with those subscriptions (by sending (i, 

D))

how to test efficiently the set membership “i∈ans(S)?” 
under a high rate of incoming documents i 
and a large number of subscriptions S

the notification problem from a database perspective :

we shall see an approach to a solution under two scenarios:
subscriptions and doc. descriptions come from a free vocabulary
subscriptions and doc. descriptions come from a hierarchy of terms 
(taxonomy)
we assume (in both cases) that a subscription is a conjunctive query



notification under a free vocabulary
(subscription graph)

matching:  
a document i matches a subscription S, if i∈ans(S)

fact : if i doesn’t match S and S⊆S’ then i doesn’t match S’ either
     if i doesn’t match S then i doesn’t match any superset of S either

we can exploit this fact to save matching tests and to do this in a 
systematic way we need to organize the set of all subscriptions in a 
graph:

subscription graph:
the nodes are the subscriptions and SS’ stands for ans(S) ans(S’)  ⊇
(or equivalently for S S’)⊆

the subscription graph is acyclic, the roots represent maximal answers and 
the leaves minimal answers (minimal and maximal subscriptions, respectively)



example

S1 S2

S3 S4

S6 S7 S8

S5

if i doesn’t match S1 
then i doesn’t match S3, S4, S6, S7 either
(and we will only have to test S2, S5, S8 – at most)
else testing continues with S3 and S4



notification under a free vocabulary
(a naïve solution)

the naïve algorithm:
• visit each node of the subscription graph 

(following some graph traversal method)

• for each visited node S
test if the document matches S
if yes notify all users associated with S (by sending (i, D))
mark S as visited (with a “yes” or “no”)

 
worst case complexity (measured in number of matching tests) :

number of subscriptions (if notification is done for each incoming document)
(number of subscriptions)×n (if notification is done in batches of n documents) 



improving the naïve algorithm

several improvements of the naïve algorithm are possible:
pruning along a path of the subscription graph

pruning the subscription graph itself

clustering of subscriptions

clustering of incoming documents (in case of batch processing)

let’s see how these improvements work under two scenarios:
• subscriptions and doc. descriptions come from a free vocabulary
• subscriptions and doc. descriptions come from a hierarchy of terms (taxonomy)

we assume (in both cases) that a subscription is a conjunctive query



pruning the subscription graph

S1 S2

S3 S4

S6 S7 S8

S5

fact: whether i matches S depends only on S 
(and not on the relations of S to other subscriptions – hence not on the subscription graph)

therefore:  
to test which subscriptions are matched by i it is sufficient to test on 
a “spanning subgraph” of the subscription graph 
   (spanning tree if we add a fictitious subscription representing the union of all root answers )



the naïve algorithm
Worst case complexity=number of subscriptions, can we do better?, each doc I matches its dscription seen as a subscription (batch 

processing), worst in batch= (number of docs)x(number of subs), and we can try to improve on both sides
Experiments is the thing, but we don’t have real data not even without taxonomy (ACM?)
Naïve, then improvements of performance by: pruning paths, pruning the sub graph + filtering rates, clustering, general queries as 

subscriptions, clever coding helps for some of the lattice operations

S1 S2

S3 S4

S6 S7 S8

S5

facts:  
•to test if i matches S it is sufficient to test on a path from a root to S
• to test which subscriptions are matched by i it is sufficient to test on 
   a spanning subgraph of the subscription graph 
   (spanning tree if we add a fictitious subscription representing the union of all root answers )



Sort, OOL

Sort, OOL, DB Sort, OOL, AI

Sort, OOL, DB, AISort, OOL

Sort, OOL, DB Sort, OOL, AI

Sort, OOL, DB, AI

Sort, OOL

Sort, OOL, DB Sort, OOL, AI

Sort, OOL, DB, AI

two spanning trees

the choice of a tree, can be done using the subscription filtering rates 
(the probability of i matching S can be estimated from statistics of the library usage - see paper)



summarizing so far

inclusion between
subscriptions subscription graph

only successors
are needed spanning tree

choosing 
a spanning tree 

minimal 
spanning tree

two further improvements are possible: 
clustering of subscriptions and clustering of documents



clustering of subscriptions

if document i doesn’t match any of the children, this will be discovered 
• after m+n tests without clustering 
• after 3 tests with clustering

a, b, c a, b, d a, q, x a, q, y a, b, c a, b, d a, q, x a, q, y

a, qa, b

a a

… …
m subscriptions n subscriptions

… …

when a subscription has a large number of children it usually pays off
to replace clusters of children with their intersections (fictitious subscriptions)



clustering of documents

when notification is done periodically it usually pays off if we cluster 
the

documents based on the following observations:

• each document i matches its description D (seen as a subscription), as i∈ans(D)

• given two document descriptions D, D’ and subscription S
• if S⊆D then every document (i, D) matches S, as ans(D)⊆ans(S) 
• if D⊆D’ then every document (i’, D’) also matches S, as ans(D’)⊆ans(D)⊆S

 we can save matching tests if we maintain a “description graph” and 
start the matching test from documents with minimal descriptions 



notification under a taxonomy

taxonomy 
set of terms structured by a binary relation “” called subsumption
(reflexive and transitive relation over the terms)

Programming

Semantics Languages Algorithms

OOL

C++

JSP

Java

JavaBeans Merge Quick Bubble

Sorting



some standard taxonomies exist today:

ACM-CCS : ACM Computing Classification System 
IEEE-LOM : IEEE Learning Object Metadata  

• in practice, most taxonomies are trees
• defining a taxonomy is not an easy task



notification under a taxonomy

the basic concepts used under the scenario of free vocabulary are:

• querying a library and maintaining the directory
• matching test   (i.e. testing i∈ans(S))
• inclusion between subscriptions 

 these concepts become more involved under a taxonomy
 with their careful re-definition the approach under free vocabulary 

carries over under a taxonomy



example of a directory under a taxonomy

the taxonomy of a directory allows for browsing and querying 
 a well known directory is the Open Directory

Sorting

Merge Quick Bubble

1 2 3 4 5 6

taxonomy

docs

OOL

C++ Java

Languages Algorithms 

Programming



querying under a taxonomy 

a query is a Boolean combination of terms :
q ::= t | q1∧q2 | q1∨q2 | q1 ∧ ¬q2

its answer is defined recursively as follows : 
ans(t)  = if t is a taxonomy leaf then ans(q)  = ext(t)

      else ans(t)  =   ext(t) ∪ ans(t1) ∪ … ∪ ans(tn)
      where t1, …, tn are the immediate successors of t in the taxonomy

ans(q) : 
if    q = t   then   ans(t)
else begin  if  q = q1∧q2   then  ans(q) = ans(q1) ∩ ans(q2); 

          if  q = q1∨q2   then  ans(q) = ans(q1) ∪ ans(q2); 
         if  q = q1∧ ¬q2  then  ans(q) = ans(q1) \ ans(q2)

       end



comparing sets of terms under a taxonomy
(replacing inclusion by a partial ordering)

for sets of terms X, Y define 
X⊑Y if  ∀s∈X ∃t∈Y such that st 

Ex: {Sort, OOL} ⊑ {Quick, Java, Semantics}

this relation is reflexive and transitive but not anti-symmetric:

Ex: {Sort, OOL, Java} ⊑ {Sort, OOL}  and vice-versa, without the sets being equal

it does become anti-symmetric if the sets X, Y are reduced



reduced sets of terms 
(replacing inclusion by a partial ordering)

a set of terms X is reduced if no term in X subsumes another term of X
{Sort, OOL} is reduced whereas {Sort, Quick, OOL, Java, JSP} 

to reduce a set of terms remove either all subsuming terms or all
subsumed terms
from {Sort, Quick, OOL, Java, JSP} 
we either obtain {Quick, JSP} or {Sort, OOL} 

assuming reduced sets of terms the relation ⊑ becomes a partial order
(and in absence of a taxonomy it coincides with set inclusion)



Not many libraries operate today based on a taxonomy, hence the 
difficulty of experiments 

A notable exception is ACM through their CCS

As notification may be done periodiacally, preferences can be added to 
the profile so that the events appear with the most preferred first



concluding remarks



the context 
information personalization 

shift from system-centric to user-centric design of 
information systems

information personalization can mean
customizing the presentation (screen arrangements, colors, …) and/or
customizing the content

this work addresses content customization
through a topic-based method in a digital library



topic based customization of content

off-line, based on user profiles
          the system stores a set of topics expressing long term user interests
          the user is notified when documents matching the profile enter the system
          the profile can be defined by the user,  by the system, or in collaboration
         a profile might stay unchanged for long periods of time 

on-line, based on user preferences
            the user formulates a query with preferences (e.g. a precedence over topics)
          the system returns the answer set ordered in decreasing order of preference
          preferences express current interests (that might be different from profile)

both treated in two EU projects that our group participates:

The DELOS Network of Excellence in Digital Libraries (2004-2007)
The Knowledge Practices Lab (2006-2009)



our solution

Subscription S = set of terms expressing user preferences
Description D = set of terms describing the document topic

basic definition
D matches S, denoted DS, if
for all t in D there is s in S such that e≥s (i.e. e subsumes s in the taxonomy)

Ex:   {Sorting, OOL}  {QuickSort, Java, Semantics}

D
(incoming document)

S
(user subscription)

in the absence of taxonomy, ES if E⊆S



further improvement

definition:
a document i matches a subscription S, if i∈ans(S) 

fact 1: pruning on a chain
if i doesn’t match S and S S’ then i doesn’t match S’ either⊆
because ans(S)⊇ans(S’) 
ex: if i doesn’t match {Sorting, OOL}  then it doesn’t match {Sorting, OOL, DB} either

fact 2 :
to test matching with a subscription S it is sufficient to test 
on a single chain containing S

we exploit these facts in pruning the set of subscriptions


